Designed for versatility.

Liko® Golvo® Mobile Lift
Mobilizing patients has never been so easy.

The Golvo patient lift is unique in the fact that it combines the functionality of an overhead lift with the flexibility of a mobile patient lift. With its vertical lifting principle and pliable lift strap, the Golvo lift offers flexibility and versatility.

The design makes Golvo the ideal mobile lift for ambulation, horizontal lifting and lifting from the floor. The parallel base-width adjustment facilitates lifting in many different situations; for example, where under-bed clearance is limited, and lifting to and from chairs. Retractable armrests are standard, reducing the strain on caregivers and improving the courage and security for the patients.

You will feel the difference…

**EASE OF USE.**
- Armrests are standard and facilitate ambulation and maneuvering
- Dual control options for added convenience
- Several charging options and light-weight, environmentally friendly NiMH batteries

**VERSATILITY.**
- The flexible lifting interval makes lifts from the floor as well as ambulation a breeze
- Optional quick-release system to easily change sling bars or other lifting accessories
- Compatible with a variety of slings and soft accessories

**FUNCTIONALITY.**
- The lift strap design gives unique flexibility during the lift and provides space and comfort for patients and caregivers
- Visual and audible indicators for service, battery status, overload and more
- Parallel base-width adjustment facilitate lifts from the floor or from chairs
- Designed in lightweight aluminum for its durability and recycling qualities
The perfect lift in a variety of patient handling situations.

The unique lift strap design and excellent lifting interval makes the Golvo mobile lift ideal for many different care environments, such as rehabilitation clinics, ICU wards, childcare centers and the operating room.

**Ambulation for early mobility.**
The Golvo mobile lift combined with an ambulation support accessory gives extra courage to take those first steps without jeopardizing caregiver or patient safety. The armrests, the open design and the generous lifting height are part of the secret.

**Lifting from the floor.**
One of the primary design objectives with the Golvo patient lift is to facilitate lifting to and from the floor – common tasks in childcare and rehabilitation. Pliable, comfortable slings support the patient’s head throughout the entire lifting operation.

**Lifting to/from bed.**
With the Golvo patient lift, it is smooth and easy to lift patients to and from the bed, thanks to the flexible lift strap and the parallel base-width adjustment. For really low beds, the Golvo 8008 LowBase lift is a good alternative.

**Repositioning and treatment.**
Positioning the patient in bed is easy with the Liko RepoSheet® positioning aid that allows turning of the patient with minimal strain on the body. MultiStrap™ lifting accessories facilitate wound care, hygiene procedures and treatment.

**Lifting to/from chair.**
The base of the Golvo lift is electrically adjustable and opens in a parallel and symmetrical motion, providing excellent access to chairs. The flexible lift strap facilitates positioning.
Experience the Hill-Rom difference.

A patient lift from Hill-Rom is more than a smart investment – it’s a deeper connection with a dedicated partner. Every Liko lift comes with the reliability and best-in-class service you expect from Hill-Rom. We’re committed to helping achieve a better outcome for patients and providers at every point of care, and the Golvo mobile lift is another great example.

To experience the difference, contact your Hill-Rom representative at 800-445-3730, or visit www.hill-rom.com.